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Practice pages
Practice pages covering Corporate Compliance, 
Corporate Governance, Corporate Legal 
Departments, Corporate Litigation and  
Alternative Entities allow you to quickly access 
primary and secondary source material by topic.

Practice tools
Access trackers covering Delaware Chancery Court 
filings, FCPA developments, Proxy Season Analytics 
and more. Identify key form of entity information 
using the 50-state surveys. 

Access analytics on M&A and equity offerings 
through Bloomberg’s exclusive database of 
hundreds of thousands of public and private  
deals and offerings.

Use Draft Analyzer to compare your text to market 
standards by analyzing similar language with more 
than 7 million agreements.

Practical guidance
Explore the Practical Guidance libraries to find 
annotated forms, sample documents, checklists, 
etc., covering the topics of compliance, governance, 
legal departments and alternative entities. 

Portfolios & treatises
Bloomberg BNA’s Corporate Practice Portfolio 
Series titles are written by leading practitioners and 
offer in-depth analysis and guidance on numerous 
corporate law topics. In addition, search a variety 
of titles from the American Bar Association (ABA), 
Practising Law Institute (PLI), the Getting the Deal 
Through series and more.

Laws & regulations
Quickly access state corporate and business 
organization statutes, including the Delaware 
General Corporation Law, the New York  
Business Corporation Law and the California 
Corporations Code, as well as federal securities 
laws and rules, including cross-comparison  
charts for U.S. Code provisions.

Bloomberg Law’s Corporate Practice Center
Bloomberg Law’s Corporate Practice Center fully integrates analysis, commentary, news, 
case law, tools and trackers to give you a comprehensive understanding of issues critical 
to corporate law practitioners and in-house corporate counsel. Our Practice Pages 
provide in-depth coverage of issues vital to corporate attorneys, including governance, 
compliance, litigation, legal department management and alternative entities, complete 
with accompanying Practical Guidance libraries, where you can find annotated forms, 
sample documents, checklists and more. Use these pages to quickly hone in on the tools, 
secondary analysis, and primary content most useful to your practice specialty, including 
our outside expert-authored Corporate Practice Portfolio Series titles, to gain in-depth 
guidance on dozens of corporate law topics. 

Whether you need to tackle a governance, compliance or other issue affecting your 
business or client, Bloomberg Law’s Corporate Practice Center delivers the expert analysis, 
practice tools, news, and primary sources you need to address your most complex matters.



News
Access the latest legislative, 
regulatory and judicial 
developments on corporate law 
issues from Bloomberg BNA news. 

Litigation & dockets
Quickly access and set up alerts for 
the latest Delaware opinions and 
complaint filings. In addition, quickly 
access other state and federal 
corporate law decisions and dockets. 

Transactional resources
The Bloomberg Law EDGAR Search 
features market-based search 
filters and document stock charts, 
designed to give you a sense of 
how markets have reacted to recent 
filings. Searches of individual items 
in selected SEC Form 8-K and 10-K 
filings also feature a side-by-side 
comparison with redlining of results.

The DealMaker Document 
Search connects to a proprietary 
database of more than one million 
documents from real transactions 
organized by Document and 
Transaction Types. You also can 
target specific clause language, 
with the added functionality of 
comparing two clauses in side-by-
side and redlined views.
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